Index

A
Abramtsevo 156-7
Abramtsevo Museum -Reserve (Abramtsevo) 157
accommodation 15, 169-80, see also Sleeping subindex
activities 20-1, 33, see also banya, cycling, ice skating
air travel 226
Alexander Garden 61
All-Russia Exhibition Centre 82
ambulance 233
Annunciation Cathedral 57, 58, 59
Arbat 45, 102-20, 268-9
accommodation 175-6
drinking & nightlife 103, 117
entertainment 118
food 103, 113
highlights 102, 104-6, 107-8
shopping 118
sights 104-6, 107-8
transport 103
walk 114, 114
Archaeological Museum 66
Archangel Cathedral 56
Archbishop’s Chambers (Suzdal) 163
architecture 18, 209-12
area codes 236
Armoury 59-60, 60, 61
art galleries 208
Art Muzeon Sculpture Park 126, 18
Art4.ru 92
ArtPlay on Yauza 137
Sights p000
Map Pages p000
Photo Pages p000

B
Bakhrushin Theatre Museum 129
ballet 221-3
banya 33-4
basketball 33
Basmanny 45, 134-46, 272-3
accommodation 177-80
drinking & nightlife 135, 142-3
entertainment 144
food 135, 139
highlights 9, 134
shopping 144-5
sights 136
transport 135
bathrooms 237
Battle of Moscow 189, 193
beer 28
Bely, Andrei 214
cycling 230
dance 221-3
dangers, see safety
Danchuk Monastery 125
December Nights Festival 21
Diamond Fund of Russia 60
disabilities, travellers with 237
Dom Ikony on Spiridonovka 92
Dom na Naberezhnoy 126
Donskoy Monastery 129

C
car travel 229-30
Cathedral of Christ the Saviour 111, 12, 43, 203
Cathedral of St Dmitry (Vladimir) 161
Cathedral of the Assumption (Sergiev Posad) 159
caviar 25
cell phones 14, 236
Central Lenin Museum 66
Central Museum of the Armed Forces 79
Chapel-at-the-Well (Sergiev Posad) 159
Chekhov, Anton 86, 95, 214, 223
Chekhov House-Museum 95
chess masters 235
children, travel with 22
Chistye Prudy 136
Choral Synagogue 136
Church of St John the Warrior 126
Church of St Nicholas in Khamovniki 113
Church of the Deposition of the Robe 54
Church of the Intercession at Fili 150
Church of the Intercession 167
Church of the Nativity of the Virgin in Putinki 76
Church of the Resurrection 92
Church of the Trinity in Nikitniki 68
Churches 19
Churches of the Grand & Small Ascension 92
Cold War 136, 194
courts 233
cosmonautics 19
Contemporary History Museum 76
Cosmonauts Museum 13, 82
Cosmonauts’ Alley 82
costs 14, 26, 29, 32-4, 171, 236
courses 26
credit cards 235
culture 182-3
currency 14
customs regulations 232
cycling 230
Dance 221-3
dangers, see safety
Danilov Monastery 125
December Nights Festival 21
Diamond Fund of Russia 60
disabilities, travellers with 237
Dom Ikony on Spiridonovka 92
Dom na Naberezhnoy 126
Donskoy Monastery 129

E
Eating P254
Drinking & Nightlife P254
Entertainment P255
Shopping P255
Sleeping P256

See also separate subindexes for:
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T
Taganka 45, 134-46, 271
drinking & nightlife 143
food 141
sights 139
Taganka Theatre 145
taxi travel 227-8
Tchaikovsky, Pyotr 219
Teatralnaya 40
telephone services 14, 236-7
tennis 21
terrorism 201
theatres 223-4, see also Entertainment subindex
time 14, 237
tipping 26
toilet 237
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 59, 61
Tolstoy Estate-Museum 113
tolstoy. Leo 112, 113, 214
tolstoy literary museum 112
tours 12, 230-1, 12
Toy Museum 159
train travel 156, 226-7, see also metro
tavel to Moscow 15, 226-7
tavel within Moscow 15,
227-8
travellers cheque 235
Tretjakov Gallery 10, 11
Trinity Cathedral (Sergiev Posad) 158
Trinity Monastery of St
Sergei (Sergiev Posad) 158
Tsr Cannon & Bell 55
Tsratsyno 131
tsratsyno Palace 131
Tsereteli Gallery 112

S
safety 236
Sakharov, Andrei 137
Sakharov Museum 24, 137
Sanduny Baths 11, 33,
85, 11
Saviour Borodino Monastery
(Borodino) 168
Saviour Church  ‘Not Made by Hand’ (Abramtsevo) 157
Saviour Monastery of St
Euthymius (Suzdal) 163, 8
Sere teti Studio 13
Sergey Posad 157-9, 158
Seven Sisters 211
Shalyapin House-Museum
96
Shilov Gallery 110
shopping 9, 35-7, see also individual
neighbourhoods, Shopping subindex
Shostakovich, Dmitry 219-20
sleeping 169-72, see
Sleeping subindex
smoking 232
Solov’ev, Vladimir 214
Soviet history 19, 192-6
Solov’ev, Vladimir 214
Soviet Union 19, 192-6
Sparrow Hills 45, 147-54,
278-9
drinking & nightlife 152
food 152
sights 150-1
transport 148
sports 32-3, see also
basketball, football, ice hockey

R
Rachmaninov, Sergei 219
radio 232
Red October 13, 126
Red Square 7, 62-5, 6, 62
Refectory Church of St
Sergei (Sergiev Posad) 159
Rerikh Museum 111
restaurants, see Eating
subindex
Rochchenko, Alexander 208
Romanov Chambers In
Zaryadie 68
Rublyov, Andrei 139, 206
Rublyov Museum of Early
Russian Culture & Art 139
rublyovka 151
Russian Academy of
Arts 113
Russian Artists of the 20th
Century (Abramtsevo) 157
Russian Fashion Week 21
Russian literature 18,
213-16
Russian Revolution 191-2
Russky rok 220

P
Palaty (Vladimir) 161
Park Poebeda at
Poklonnaya Hill 149
parks & gardens 19
Pasternak, Boris 215
Patriarch’s Palace 52
Patriarch’s Ponds 93
Perevedizhnik 207
perestroika 196
Peter the Great 188
pharmacies 235
phonecards 237
planning
budgeting 14, 24, 26
children 22
festival & events 20-1
itineraries 16-17
local life 23
Moscow basics 14-15
Moscow’s
neighbourhoods 44-5
travel seasons 20-1
websites 14
police 233
politics 182
Polytechnical Museum 68
Popov, Gavril 197
postal services 235-6
Presnya 45, 90-101,
264-5
accommodation 175
drinking & nightlife 91, 99
entertainment 100
food 91, 96
highlights 90
shopping 101
sights 92
transport 91
walk 94, 94
Proekt_Fabrika 137
Prokofiev, Sergei 119
public holidays 236
pubs, see Drinking &
Nightlife subindex
Pushkin, Alexander 92,
107-8, 110, 111, 188,
213, 223
Pushkin Fine Arts Museum
107-8, 12
Pushkin House-Museum
110
Pushkin Literary Museum
111
Putin, Vladimir 200, 205

O
Okudzhava, Bulat 116
Old Believers’
Community 141
Old English Court 68
Oltarzhevsky, Vyacheslav 211
opening hours 29, 36-7,
232
opera 219-20
Ostankino Palace 82
Ostankino TV Tower 13, 82
Ostrovsky Estate-Museum
‘Schelykovo’ 126

N
nature reserves 19
neighbourhoods 44-5, see also individual
neighbourhoods
Napoleon 48, 167, 189
Narkomfin 95
Nativity of the Virgin
Cathedral (Suzdal) 163
neighbourhoods 44-5
newspapers 235
Nicholas II 191
nightlife 29, see Drinking &
Nightlife subindex
face control 29
Novodevichy Convent &
Cemetery 104-6, 106
Novospassky Monastery 139

M
Museum of the Russian
Arts & Peasant Life (Suzdal) 165
museums 196, 208, 232, see also individual
neighbourhoods
music 219-21

P
Moscow Pride 234
Moscow State University
(MGU) 150
Moscow Zoo 95
Mosfilm 150, 216
motorcycle travel 229-30
Multimedia Art Museum 112
Museum of Decorative &
Folk Art 77
Museum of Oriental Art 109
Museum of the Great
Patriotic War 149
Museum of the Russian
Icon 24, 139
Museum of Wooden
Architecture & Peasant
(Suzdal) 165
museums 196, 208, 232, see also individual
neighbourhoods
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DRINKING & NIGHTLIFE

12 Volts 84

Art Akademiya 131
Art Lebedev Cafe 99, 143
ArteFAQ 84

Bar Strelka 130
Bavarius 84-5
bilingua 142

Cafe Didu 143
Cafe Margarita 100
Cafe Mart 84
Central Station MSK 143
Chaikhona No 1 84, 132
Club Che 71
Coffee Bean 131, 143
Coffee Mania 99
Cup & Cake Cafe 71

Discoteque 143
Disdient Vinoteca 71

Gogol 84
Gogol-Mogol 118
GQ Bar 131
Guinness Pub (Vladimir) 162

Krizis Zhanra 142
Kukly Pistolety 84
Kvartira 44 99, 130

Lebedinoe Ozero 130
Liga Pap 143

ENTERTAINMENT

Art Garbage 144

BB King 87
Bolshoi Circus on Vernadskogo 152
Bolshoi Theatre 85

SHOPPING

A Korkunov 146
Alena Akhmadullina Boutique 72
Army Store 120
Art Salon on Maroseyka 146
Artefact Gallery Centre 119
Atlas 88

Bel Postel 145
Biblio-Globus 145
Bookhunter 144
Bukle 118-20
Buro Nahodok 119-20
Bustier 88

INDEX
INDEX SLEEPING

C
Central House of Artists (TsDKh) 133
Chapurin Boutique 120
Chocolate Salo=n 119
Confael Chocolate 120

D
Detsky Mir 89
Dom Farfora 88
Dom Inostrannoy Knigi 89
Dom Knigi 119-20

E
Evropeysky Shopping Centre 154

F
Factory-Expedition 146

G
Gorbushka Shopping Centre 153
GUM 65, 72, 65
Gus-Khrustalny Factory Store 72

I
Ikony-Podarky 146

K
K Faberge 89
Karpov Chess 89
Khudozheztvenny Salon 88

M
Magazin Chai-Kofe 146
Masha Tsigal Showroom 145
Masterskaya Rosemarie 89
Ministerstvo Podarkov 101
Mostok 101

O
Odensya Dlya Schastya 145
Okhotny Ryad 72

P
Podarky, Dekor & Podarky 101
Podium Concept Store 88
Poradky 133

R
Respublika 88
Room Arterium 89
Russian Bronze 89
Russian Embroidery & Lace 119-20
Russian Gift 99
Russkaya Ulitsa 133
Russkie Chasovye Traditsii 120

S
Salon Podarkov 145
Shaltai-Boltai 145
Simachyov Boutique & Bar 88
Skazka 120

T
Transylvania 88
Tricotage Club 144
TsUM 88

V
Valentin Yudashkin Boutique 154
Vassa & Co 120
Vladimir Mikhailov 72
Vologda Linen 72

Y
Yekaterina 87
Yeliseev Grocery 88

Z
Zazki-Petski 133

SLEEPING

A
Akvarel 174
Alrosa on Kazachy 177

Ararat Park Hyatt 174
Arbat Hotel 175
Artel 173

B
Basilica Hotel 177
Bentley Hotel 178
Boulevard Hotel 178

C
Chocolate Hostel 174
Comrade Hostel 179

D
Danilovskaya Hotel 176

G
Godzillas Hostel 174
Godzillas Suzdal (Suzdal) 166
Golden Apple 173

H
Hilton Moscow Leningradskaya 178
Home from Home 175
Hotel Baltschug Kempinski 177
Hotel Belgrad 175
Hotel Budapest 174
Hotel Metropol 173
Hotel National 174
Hotel Savoy 173
Hotel Sputnik 176
Hotel Vladimir (Vladimir) 162
Hotel Volga 179
Hotel Yunost 176

I
Ibis Paveletskaya 177

K
Kebur Palace 175
Kitay-Gorod Hotel 173
Korston Hotel 176

M
Melodiya Hotel 175
Monomakh Hotel (Vladimir) 162

N
Napoleon Hostel 179
Nikitskaya Hotel 175

O
Ozerkovskaya Hotel 177

P
Peking Hotel 175
Petrov Dom (Suzdal) 166
Petrovka Loft 174
Puschkarskaya Sloboda (Suzdal) 166

R
Radisson Royal (Hotel Ukraine) 176
Red Arrow 176
Red Dawn 176
Ritz-Carlton Moscow 173

S
Sovetsky Hotel 174
Sretenskaya Hotel 179
Suharevka Mini-Hotel 178
Sverchkov-8 178
Swissôtel Krasnye Holmy 177

T
Trans-Siberian Hostel 178

V
Voznesenskaya Sloboda (Vladimir) 162

W
Warsaw Hotel 177

Sights p000
Map Pages p000
Photo Pages p000
How to Use This Book

Top Sights features provide in-depth coverage of the city’s very best sights.

These symbols help you to quickly identify listings in the text and on the maps:

- **SIGHTS**
- **EATING**
- **DRINKING & NIGHTLIFE**
- **ENTERTAINMENT**
- **SHOPPING**
- **SPORTS & ACTIVITIES**

Reviews are ordered by author preference to help you get the most out of the city.

These symbols give you the vital information for each listing:

- Sustainable Option
- English-Language Menu
- Telephone Number
- Family-Friendly
- Opening Hours
- Pet-Friendly
- Parking
- Bus
- Nonsmoking
- Ferry
- Air-Conditioning
- Metro
- Internet Access
- Subway
- Wi-Fi Access
- London Tube
- Vegetarian Selection
- Tram
- Train
- Swimming Pool

Get the right guides for your trip

Looking for other travel resources?
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70 languages spoken by our writers
12 seconds pass between posts on our Thorn Tree travel forum
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190+ countries covered by a Lonely Planet guide